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About This Game

Ember's a fox who loves adventure. Run, jump, and ride through 30+ colorful, fast-paced obstacle courses in a quest to get your
missing soul back! Slip past fire-breathing dragons or weave between hungry over-sized goldfish... Ember's ultra-simple control

scheme is easy for anyone to pick up and get hooked!
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I SPENT 20 DOLLARS ON THIS GAME! WHAT THE ♥♥♥♥ IS WRONG WITH ME!!???. come on make it last abit
longer..... pretty good game
rate it
8.5/10
"better with other people". It is a great game and if you have played the other games included in the Logic Puzzle Pack then this
is another game to pick up and play.

It isn't quite to the same level as the past games however so I would say to play the other ones first and come back to this after
finishing those but still looking for more.. It's the spirit of the original Moto Racer. nice game for its mysterious atmosphere, but
is realy hard nut, i ended in 5 level.. This visual novel is amazing! Characters, voice this is all awesome.Definitely advise to buy
this novel!~ >~<. Early Access Watcher here.

Due to the size of the review, I decided to link to the main review instead of trim it down. Pixelbomb Games has a unique gem
on their hands, but at the moment I cannot justify the price. I will re-review in six months and look forward to seeing how it
changes between now and then.

Full Review
https:\/\/www.gatewaytogaming.com\/beyond-flesh-and-blood.html

Second Playthrough footage with Wave Mode
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=V9X78giy4Jw. I'm a fan of simple platformers and this definitely fits the bill.
The one thing I really look for is either a smooth and beautiful style or a particularly well balanced challenge. This game
definitely fits the first criteria. The challenge isn't too great though.

The platforming is smooth and the puzzles are all pretty simple. It utilizes the duplication mechanic very well, but still feels
more like a simple app for tablets than a full PC game.

If you like the style and the duplication mechanic in games then definitely pick this up.
If you are unsure then I say grab it, just wait for a sale.
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Its good fun, needs more girls though !. Just a fun game also its amazing that you can look at all points of the battle field and
even control some of the turrets. I both love and hate this game... The mechanics are fun with a nice light storyline and some
great game feel. I also like the cute accessible art style, but this is one of the games problems. The art style makes the game look
light and fun, but its anything but, this game is hard as f**k. I'm not kidding when I say I have found Dark Souls to be easier.

This game has soooo many of the right elements I love, but is tuned too difficult for the visual wrapper it lives in. I suspect the
designer played this game and tuned it during the entire development timeline, continually increasing difficulty to challenge
himself (I have made this mistake :\/ before). This is a great for him, but first time players gets brutally spanked. With some
tuning to be more player friendly, and a fit for the aesthetic this game could be great for its price point. The down sides of this
game are as follows;

1. Too hard, you need to be two levels above the recommend level for encounters to have a chance to win. Lower the default
difficulty to be more player friendly.

2. Items that give you a fighting chance in combat drop rarely, or are super expensive to buy\/craft requiring lots, and lots , and
lots of tedious grinding. Suggest rare drops are 10-20% more plentiful or reduce item\/craft cost. Grinding really hurt the game
for me.

3. Characters and enemies often overlap making them a nightmare to select and target in this "plate spinning" game. Suggest you
add character profiles for all the characters and health bars, that can be selected (selecting the character) and launch the spells
from. The spell icons are huge and can be reduced and placed under the corresponding character.

4. Allow players to level up beyond 20 and get all the skills, this will help them get past the super hard encounters... eventually ,
where skilled player could do it naturally before maxing out all the skills. This way you make both causal and hardcore happy.

5. Lastly I suggest you allow players to keep experience and gold they get from defeats so even less skilled players can
eventually overcome difficult challenges like we did on Ratchet and Clank.

Sorry for the long post, I wouldn't have gone to this trouble if I didn't think the game had potential. With a few tweaks this game
could be a lot of fun, I will give it a thumbs up in hopes they address the three issues above that are holding it back.

P.S. Who ever painted the backgrounds, great job, really lovely color pallet.. A rouge-lite 3rd person shooter that is very
reminiscent of the Nintendo 64 Bomberman games. It can be very engaging depending on your luck on level design, but it can
get a little frustrating dealing with the slightly loose controls and backtracking if you are a completionist.. I don't know, I kinda
like it, the problem I have with this game is that is gets really cheap towards the end, dare I say unpassable. The game is fun, but
will leave you hand in pain eventually.. big leason learnd never by anything eve related from steam.
dident got the dlc
even dho i bought eve from steam in the first place im still waiting for my suport ticked to be solved.. This is a game best suited
to the casual golf fan (which I am). The presentation of this game is good. Beautiful UI, attractive courses, easy to get into and
play.

The feeling of swinging and hitting feels accurate (albeit assisted in power) in the long game.

Unfortunately, the putting game is a bit off - at the shortest distances it feels fair. At medium range distances (4-20 yards) it
feels very difficult to dial in the correct amount of force. This could be remedied by a better practice system (one that lets you
repeat putts from any distance, location, hole); but the practice system is a very barebones tutorial that lets you take 5 swings
from 4 distances on one hole.

It's not an insurmountable obstacle though - you just need a feather touch for putting. The rest of the game is great.

I also bought Golf Club VR at the same time. While that game appears to be much more accurate and fully featured, it's
presentation and UI is also comparatively lacking. The swing and motion of the long and short game is more accurate, but also
means that I have difficulty pulling off reasonable distances on shots. Performance and appearance also feels inferior to
Everyday Golf VR.
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In essence, Everyday Golf VR is trying to be the Everybody's Golf of VR in name and feel; making the game more accessible to
a wider audience. It largely succeeds, is well polished, but still has some issues that need to be sorted for it to truly shine.

At $40 USD, it's steep for a VR game, but a relatively cheap and highly enjoyable golfing experience.

If you enjoy golf from time to time, but you're not after simulation quality mechanics (the feel of the swing feels good and
accurate, but boosted), then this is a good game to have in your library.. The game is simple and can be completed in no time at
all. A very short visual novel with neat VA. The first time I've come across one with faceless characters but it really shoudn't
bother the player much.
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